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Be Orange!
Wartburg students go to the Saemann Student Center to eat, for it houses the Mensa and Den Rittersaal, among other places that are neat.
Walston-Hoover Stadium is the place to watch football players play and track runners run. Either Wartburg event is sure to be fun.
This Wartburg logo is found on many things: from blankets to books and window clings.
Vogel Library has quiet study areas, computers, and many books. It caters to scientists, writers, and even cooks.
Seeing the fountain full of water in the spring brings students lots of cheer, because it means warm weather is near.
Built in 1919, Founders Hall is quite old, but students don't mind because it still keeps them from the cold.
Clinton Hall houses students in their first and second years. Living there is an important component in getting to know their peers.
Wartburg is a Lutheran school and has no mass, but students can go to Chapel during their break from class.
When the Wartburg student body hears the cross country runners yell, everybody meets to start OUTFLY at the Victory Bell.